Why Arrow Entrepreneur?
A successful business begins with the heart and soul of its leader.
Arrow Entrepreneur is a unique Christian leadership collective providing multi-year
learning and support that equips business owners professionally, with a toolkit of relevant
and practical skills, and provides a transformational experience to help leaders become
more Jesus-centred.
The rapid change and complexity of 2020 has created a business environment where only the
adaptive will thrive. Now more than ever, access to the ideas and practices of seasoned business
leaders, and the opportunity to leverage shared experiences is critical to ensuring your company’s
capacity to power past current challenges — and emerge stronger.

Membership provides you with critical resources.
Industry Leading Assessments
Your membership experience begins by participating in a Grip-Birkman
Leadership Assessment where you and a certified Birkman coach identify your
unique skill set and God given spiritual gifts, and how to leverage both in your
life and business.
High Caliber Quarterly Events
The core of the Arrow Entrepreneur experience is highly interactive, fullday meetings that provide unique learning experiences where members
sharpen each other through a professionally facilitated exchange of ideas and
perspectives.
E-Mastermind Meet-Ups
Between quarterly meetings members engage in high value, professionally
facilitated, virtual collaborations that extend their learning and keep the group
connected and energized.

Experienced Guides
All member activities are professionally facilitated, and you are prayerfully
matched with one of Arrow Entrepreneur’s approved Member Partners; a
seasoned marketplace leader who will challenge, mentor and support you on
your transformational journey.

Helping you focus on the right things, freeing your time to do important things.
Through membership in Arrow Entrepreneur you will experience a growing sense of your divine
CALLING, opportunities to build your CHARACTER and enrich your CONNECTIONS, and ideas to
leverage the CONTEXT in which you live and work.

Investment:
Arrow Entrepreneur groups are intimate communities of 20 business owners, carefully combined
for synergy and alignment.
Early Adopter Rate $6,500 (By December 1st, 2020)
2021 Quarterly Meeting Dates:
January 28th
August 5th

April 22nd
October 2nd

Move into 2021 with confidence!
As a wise leader, you provide your employees with everything they need to do their jobs well — do
the same for yourself. Move forward now with the right support to make wise decisions, gain clarity
in your business and invest more intentionally in the relationships that matter most to you.
Link arms with other Christian marketplace leaders who understand what it means to own a
business; position yourself among colleagues who challenge and support one another in life, faith
and leadership.
Book your exploratory interview with the Director of Arrow Entrepreneur, Peggy Grall today!

Changing the world of business by allowing Jesus to change us.

Brought to you by Arrow Leadership.

